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Task: Clone BPROD to BDEV 

 SOURCE: BPROD 

 Target: BDEV 

Part of the DBA task is to clone databases. Please don’t get confused between cloning and 

refresh. They aren’t similar. The simple fact is, during cloning, you are bringing a new database 

into existence (BDEV) while during a refresh, and the database already exists. 

Step1 

Edit oratab file located in /etc/oratab 

Add the new database name and $ORACLE_HOME path ONLY 

 

Notice the oratab file doesn’t contain the new database name (BDEV). Add it to the file by using 

below command; 
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vi /etc/oratab 

 

Notice the new database name is added at the bottom 

Step2  

Verify that you can successfully set the environment for the database 

 

Good !!! 

Step3 

Log in to BPROD database and Create pfile from spfile, edit and send to $ORACLE_HOME/dbs 

directory 
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create pfile=' /home/oracle/BDEV.ora' from spfile; 

 

Next, edit the pfile to reflect the database to be cloned as below; 

You can use WINSCP to edit or vi utility whichever you are comfortable using. 

 

Notice the new file created for our clone database called initBDEV.ora 

Now edit the file to reflect BDEV database 
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Sample of edited pfile 

BDEV.__db_cache_size=268435456 

BDEV.__java_pool_size=4194304 

BDEV.__large_pool_size=4194304 

BDEV.__oracle_base='/u01/app/oracle'#ORACLE_BASE set from environment 

BDEV.__pga_aggregate_target=209715200 

BDEV.__sga_target=624951296 

BDEV.__shared_io_pool_size=0 

BDEV.__shared_pool_size=331350016 

BDEV.__streams_pool_size=4194304 

*.audit_file_dest='/u01/app/oracle/admin/BDEV/adump' 

*.audit_trail='db' 

*.compatible='11.2.0.0.0' 

*.control_files='/oradata/BDEV/BDEV/control01.ctl','/oradata/BDEV/BDEV/control02.ctl' 

*.db_block_size=8192 

*.db_domain='' 

*.db_name='BDEV' 

*.db_recovery_file_dest='/oradata/FRA' 

*.db_recovery_file_dest_size=8589934592 

*.diagnostic_dest='/u01/app/oracle' 

*.dispatchers='(PROTOCOL=TCP) (SERVICE=BDEVXDB)' 

*.memory_max_target=352M 

*.memory_target=352M 

*.open_cursors=300 
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*.pga_aggregate_target=207618048 

*.processes=150 

*.remote_login_passwordfile='EXCLUSIVE' 

*.sessions=170 

*.sga_max_size=0 

*.sga_target=0 

*.undo_tablespace='UNDOTBS1' 

Notice, we will have to create the directories like; 

1. audit_file_dest='/u01/app/oracle/admin/BDEV/adump' 

2.control_files='/oradata/BDEV/BDEV/control01.ctl','/oradata/BDEV/BDEV/control02.ctl' 

 

 

Next, change permission on the pfile and copy pfile and send to $ORACLE_HOME/dbs 

directory as below; 

Chmod 777 initBDEV.ora 
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Notice the file is in the dbs directory 

STEP 4 

Verify if you can place database in nomount state 

 

We notice we can use the SOURCE pfile to place the TARGET database in the no mount state as 

above 

STEP7 

Create datafile directory; 

 

Place tablespace in backup mode, copy datafile to clone location and take database out of backup 

mode for all tablespaces, COPY REDOLOG FILES TOO as below; 

alter tablespace SYSTEM begin backup; 
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! cp /oradata/BPROD/system01.dbf '/oradata/BDEV/'; 

alter tablespace SYSTEM end backup; 

The purpose of this is to prevent updates on tables as they are been copied or else, we face data 

corruption. We could also place the entire database on backup mode but it will be terribly slow. 
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TEMP FILE CAN BE COPIED DIRECTLY 

 

Confirm the all datafiles have been copied as below; 

 

Copy redolog fom /oradata/BPROD/BPROD to /oradata/BDEV/BDEV 
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STEP6 

Next we need to create a control file from source database, edit it to reflect target database.  

Also we had to create the control file directory as below; 

 

Proceed to create control file. 
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You see the control file at the bottom. Now, let’s edit the control file.  

NB: when you open the control file, there are 2 options; 

Reset log option and noreset log option 

Please use the reset log option, the highlighted part as below. We will edit the highlighted part 

and use to create new control files for the BDEV database. 

YOUR CONTROLFILE SHOULD LOOK AS BELOW; 

STARTUP NOMOUNT 

CREATE CONTROLFILE SET DATABASE "BDEV" RESETLOGS  NOARCHIVELOG 

    MAXLOGFILES 16 

    MAXLOGMEMBERS 3 

    MAXDATAFILES 100 

    MAXINSTANCES 8 

    MAXLOGHISTORY 292 

LOGFILE 

  GROUP 1 '/oradata/BDEV/BDEV/redo01.log'  SIZE 50M BLOCKSIZE 512, 

  GROUP 2 '/oradata/BDEV/BDEV/redo02.log'  SIZE 50M BLOCKSIZE 512, 
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  GROUP 3 '/oradata/BDEV/BDEV/redo03.log'  SIZE 50M BLOCKSIZE 512 

DATAFILE 

  '/oradata/BDEV/system01.dbf', 

  '/oradata/BDEV/sysaux01.dbf', 

  '/oradata/BDEV/undotbs01.dbf', 

  '/oradata/BDEV/users01.dbf', 

  '/oradata/BDEV/example01.dbf' 

CHARACTER SET WE8MSWIN1252 

; 
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Step7 

Next test if Clone database can be placed in mount state; 

 

Use redologs to recover the clone database as below; 

[ 

Get the current redolog file and use it to recover the database as below; 
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STEP8 

Open database with reset log option. This gives the database a new incarnation or birth life. 

Infact, it clears all transactions on the redologs 

 

We notice the clone database is now open. 

PROACTIVE STEPS 
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STEP9 

Next configure for recoverability, set database in Archivelog mode and backup clone database 

 

We also see the instance fir the clone database is up and running 

STEP10 

Place database in ARCHIVELOG MODE 

 

STEP11 
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Configure for recoverability AS BELOW; 

 

 

 

STEP12 

Connect to Rman and take a hot backup of the clone database as below; 
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End 

HOPE YOU LEARNT SOMETHING!!! 


